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Ignatius in the Exercises
• Desire for spiritual poverty

Poverty
A mother and a wall

The spirit takes flesh: the Constitutions

• Meditation on the two standards
• Third degree of humility

The spirit needs a body

• The experience of a fundamental choice (§101)

• The example of Jesus

• Poverty as a mother (§287)

• Our personal poverty (Letter to Gian Petro Carafa, 1536)

• Poverty as a wall (§816)

• The first companions
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The spirit needs a body

The spirit needs a body

‘The poverty of life and proximity to the poor of the First Companions in
Venice must mark our lives too, that poverty that engenders creativity and
protects us from what limits our availability to respond to God’s call.’
GC36 Decree 1 §6
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‘It is critical to emphasize the continuing relevance of the real closeness of
the First Companions to the poor. The poor challenge us to return constantly
to the Gospel, to what really gives life, and to recognize that which merely
burdens us.’
GC36 Decree 1 §15
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Like a mother…

Like a wall…

Can I think of an occasion when I
experienced poverty, whether
material or spiritual?

When have I experienced poverty as
a wall or a barrier, something I have
banged into?

What did this experience nurture in
me?

Was it a ‘head down’ experience?
Was it a ‘head up’ experience?
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Point two: falling in love
• Poverty is a response to an experience of being chosen
• It is a leaving-behind that happens because we have found the love of
our lives
• Our self-emptying is a response to the self-emptying of Jesus for us
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‘Leaving all’ produces
Peace
Freedom for God’s service
Confidence in God

‘Adhering in affection’
results in
Disquiet
No ‘strength or time’ for God’s service

‘A friendly separation’
‘I thought the best way for me
to get it was
first to desire it,
then to ask it of God
–for it seemed a particular gift
of his, though we must do
something to gain it–
and after to endeavour for it.’

Resistance to grace

MW, Liège 1619

‘A friendly separation’
Do I desire poverty…?
What are the movements in me
when I pray about it?
Can I ask for it…?
(Or can I ask to desire it more?)
How might I endeavour for it?
How might we endeavour for it?
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